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Since his presidential campaign Trump has been Benton creating a climate of racial, religious and political hatred
within and outside the United States.
He broke up with the Paris Agreement about climate change and did the same regarding UNESCO. He refused to
certify Iran’s fulfillment of the nuclear agreement, despite the fact that no one objects the strictest execution of his
terms by the Persian country. Now he is travelling through Asia immersed in selling weapons and heating up with
his very presence and words the dangerous conflict with Pyongyang that could be solved through the dialogue, but
with Trump’s provocations can lead to a nuclear war.
The aggressive imperialistic group Trump represents is not willing to accept that the United States cannot longer
exercise the hegemony almost alone as it did after the collapse of the Soviet Union neither admit the irreversible
fact of the multipolarity. He can’t accept disagreements, even less from small countries.
For that reason he is tearing apart most of Obama’s softening measures regarding Cuba, although the main
argument his predecessor used to carry them are still intact: that the blockade and hostility politics had not worked
(to attain a régime change). As an aftermath, Obama proposed to the Congress the lifting the genocidal measure.
He hadn’t become socialist. He expressed an idea shared by most North Americans and Cubans residents in the
United States who have made great part of the establishment, as evidenced on the shower of critics this week after
Trump’s announcement of detailed Anti-Cuban measures.
Likewise Trump breakaways from the agreement with Iran although the latter meets is to the letter, the Department
of State expels almost the entire personnel from the Cuban Embassy without any explanation, beyond vague
reference to the already huge lie of the sonic attack. What’s more critical it leaves with hardly any personnel the
consulate with the ultimate purpose to hinder the travel of North Americans to Cuba and of Cuban residents in the
U.S. As if traveling restriction weren’t enough for the North Americans as well as for Cuban residents in the island,
he has forced them to move to third countries to request a North American visa.
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Nevertheless the verbal attacks Marco Rubio directed during the republican pre-campaign to the presidency,
Trump has made peace with the senator and keeps a romance with the old hard core of counterrevolution of Miami,
a minority group within the Cuban community and far from the feelings of this very community but with economic
and political power in Florida, enriched with the Anti-Castro industry. The real estate magnate has given Rubio and
the representative Mario Díaz-Balart an important share in the politics design toward Cuba and Venezuela. It
seems as if both legislators understand each other directly with general McMaster – National Security advisor and
expert in counter insurgence - and with the CIA and the United States Southern Command.
But as Washington blocks the relationship of Cubans from both shores, Cuba takes more steps to facilitate it line
with the politics of migratory upgrade started on January 14th, 2013. It eliminates bureaucratic red tape, it
authorizes the entrance of thousands of migrants who left the Island illegally and who since January 1st, 2018 will
be able to meet their relatives in Cuba. It decides to grant the right to Cuban citizenship to children born abroad
from Cuban residents in other countries, an important benefit in the case of France and Germany who don't allow
them to obtain their citizenship.
Since 2013 have traveled abroad more than 769 254 Cubans, 79% for the first time. So far in 2017, it has been
achieved 28% of growth in comparison with the same period of 2016.
In 2016 a total of 428 000 Cuban resident abroad, 329 000 of them coming from the United States, while in year
2015 Cuba was visited by 378 000 Cubans and 285 000 North Americans. The increment of overseas Cuban
residents who decide to establish their permanent residence in Cuba is still steady.
The irregular emigration has decreased to the minimum since Washington eliminated the infamous wet feet dry feet
politics, which confirms the posture of Havana that always considered it the trigger of that dangerous and chaotic
emigration.
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